Background: There is evidence that slow wave sleep (SWS) promotes the consolidation of memories that are subserved by mediotemporal-and hippocampo-cortical neural networks. In contrast to implicit memories, explicit memories are accompanied by conscious (attentive and controlled) processing. Awareness at pre-sleep encoding has been recognized as critical for the off-line memory consolidation. The present study elucidated the role of task-dependent cortical activation guided by attentional control at pre-sleep encoding for the consolidation of hippocampus-dependent memories during sleep.
Introduction
There is increasing evidence that sleep plays an important role for the plastic cerebral changes underlying memory consolidation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . At the neurobiological level of memory classification, a distinction has traditionally been made between a hippocampusdependent memory system subserving explicit (declarative) memory formation, and a more heterogeneous hippocampusindependent system underlying different types of implicit (procedural) memory formation [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . One central mechanism subserving memory consolidation during sleep involves the hippocampo-cortical interplay that is assumed to support the transfer of newly encoded memories from a temporary buffer in the hippocampus to a long-term store in the neocortex [7] [8] [12] [13] [14] [15] . This mechanism has been associated with explicit memory formation, and with a specific sleep stage, i.e., slow wave sleep (SWS) in both animals [16] [17] and humans [8, 14, [18] [19] .
Explicit remembering in humans is accompanied by conscious access to memory contents, which allows attentive and controlled retrieval, whereas implicit memory retrieval remains partly or fully out of awareness [10] [11] 20] . A similar distinction can be made for the initial acquisition (learning) phase of memory formation: Only during explicit learning are cortical activation patterns modified by conscious executive control systems, in contrast to implicit learning [6, 11] . Importantly, Robertson et al. (2004) [21] have demonstrated that improvement of performance in a serial reaction time task (SRTT) where explicit and implicit memory systems are activated in parallel occurs after sleep only when subjects are trained in explicit but not in implicit pre-sleep conditions. This emphasizes the key role of the explicit memory system for subsequent off-line consolidation. This also shows, however, that in addition to hippocampo-cortical activation linked to that system [8] , task-dependent cortical activation guided by attentional (intentional) control at pre-sleep encoding may be critical for the subsequent consolidation of hippocampus-dependent memories during sleep.
The aim of the present study was to distinguish the roles of hippocampo-cortical engagement and attentionally controlled cortical activation for sleep-related memory consolidation, based on recent evidence that in certain memory tasks hippocampal processing is not strictly confined to explicit processes in memory formation and can therefore be dissociated from conscious control of task processing [22] [23] . Specifically, we used here the Number Reduction Task (NRT) [24] [25] that similar to the SRTT coactivates explicit and implicit systems [26] . In each trial of this task, consecutive responses to digit strings are produced to obtain a specific digit as the final result. Unknown to participants, the order of digits in the strings follows a regular pattern according to which the last three responses symmetrically mirror the preceding ones (Fig. 1A) . Subjects can acquire both explicit and implicit knowledge of this hidden regularity. Explicit knowledge is acquired if subject become aware of the regularity (gain of insight), which allows them to qualitatively improve their task performance by reducing the number of responses in each trial [26] [27] [28] [29] . Apart from this, also implicit knowledge of the hidden task regularity can be acquired: Even if the subjects are unaware of the hidden task structure, they implicitly speed up the responses that can be predicted relative to those that cannot be predicted by the regularity [26] [27] [30] [31] [32] . Critically, functional neuroimaging studies have demonstrated that this implicit speeding is accompanied by enhanced activity of the medial-temporal lobe and the hippocampus to predictable relative to unpredictable responses [30] [31] . Thus, the important property of the NRT employed here is that implicit learning of the relation between responses in this task activates strongly hippocampo-cortical networks [30] [31] thus providing a condition in which involvement of the hippocampal system can be dissociated from processes of conscious attentional control in task performance [7] .
In the present study, participants trained the NRT before sleep in order to create implicit neural representations of task material and performed a retest session after sleep, as reported in previous sleep studies with the NRT [26, 28] . Here, however, for the first time a direct monitoring of cortical activation patterns was made during task performance before and after sleep, using electroencephalographic recording (EEG). According to previous neuroimaging findings [30] [31] , pre-sleep involvement of hippocampocortical networks would be stronger for predictable than unpredictable responses. Thus, if the pre-sleep activation of hippocampal-cortical networks were the critical condition for sleep-dependent memory consolidation, a reorganization of neural task representations after sleep would only be expected for the implicitly processed predictable responses ( i.e., during processing of the second half of the digit string). Alternatively, sleep might support the reorganization of those task representations that received more attentional control at pre-sleep encoding (as observable in EEG patterns) regardless of predictability vs. unpredictability of responses in relation to the hidden task structure.
In the present study, these issues were addressed by analysis of slow EEG potentials. Slow potentials (SPs) appear as positive or negative DC shifts of the ongoing EEG during task processing and last up to several seconds [27, [33] [34] . The magnitude of negative SPs reflects the amount of controlled processing, whereas the regional distribution of negative SPs reflects the localization of activated task representations [34] [35] [36] . Applied to the current sleep study, a difference in the level of attentional control of predictable and unpredictable response processing at encoding before sleep would be reflected by different amplitude of negative SPs. If sleep promoted an off-line reorganization of neural task representations depending on either hippocampo-cortical or conscious control activations, this neural re-structuring would be manifested by a spatial re-distribution of negative SPs after sleep, or by magnitude reduction due to facilitation of processing.
To distinguish the presumed particular role of SWS for hippocampus-dependent memory consolidation, the present study used a half-night design to compare the reorganization of task representations to unpredictable and predictable responses in the NRT across retention intervals spanning either the early part of nocturnal sleep rich in SWS, or late part of nocturnal sleep, rich in rapid eye movement (REM) sleep.
Results
The same version of the NRT and samples were used as in the study of Yordanova et al. (2008) [26] , which focused on behavioral parameters of explicit vs. implicit knowledge generation in this task. Subjects performed on two task sessions, a pre-sleep one (3 blocks) and a post-sleep retest session (10 blocks). There were two sleep groups. Subjects from the first group were retested after having slept for 3 h in the first half of the night following a presleep NRT training in the evening (early-night group, Early-NG), and subjects from the second group were retested after having slept for 3 h in the second half of the night following a pre-sleep training performed in the middle of the night (late night group, Late-NG) - Fig. 1B . During pre-sleep training and post-sleep retest, subjects' performance was monitored on-line. In parallel, EEG activity was continuously recorded from 28 scalp electrodes. Brain electric signals were used to evaluate SP markers of unpredictable vs. predictable response processing in the NRT.
Distribution of Sleep Stages
Sleep EEG was recorded at C3 and C4 electrodes and sleep stages were classified in 30-second epochs according to standard criteria [37] . Sleep recordings confirmed the differential distribution of SWS vs. REM sleep in the early and late halves of the night (Table 1) . Subjects in the Early-NG had substantially more SWS than those in the Late-NG (F(1,47 = 24.8, p,0.001), and subjects in the Late-NG, conversely, had substantially more REM sleep than those in the Early-NG (F(1,47) = 80.8, p,0.001). The two groups did not differ in the proportions of other sleep stages (p$0.2) - Table 1 .
Behavioral Results
Ratings of subjective feelings of sleepiness, activation, tension, boredom, motivation, and concentration were obtained before and after each session of initial practice and retest. In line with the results reported in Ref. [26] , the two experimental groups did not differ on the whole in these variables also in the present subsample, as indicated by non-significant main effects of early vs. late night (all p.0.2). However, subjects felt more sleepy and less activated, motivated and concentrated in task sessions performed in the middle of the night (i.e., initial training for late-night group, retest for early-night group) than in sessions performed in the evening (initial training for early-night group) or in the morning (retest for late-night group) (p,0.05, for respective night-half6session interactions). A much stronger effect independent of sleep was an activating effect of task performance itself, i.e., subjects felt less sleepy and more activated at the end as compared to the beginning of a task session (p,0.001).
Presence of explicit knowledge (insight) after sleep was determined from NRT task performance by an abrupt reaction time (RT) decrease and a short-cut in sequential responding (Fig. 1A) and was confirmed by answers in the post-experimental questionnaire. All subjects whose insight into the hidden structure had been identified automatically by the task program were also able to verbalize the critical explicit rule knowledge correctly in open questions (i.e. using their own words), and they were also able to give correct solutions to new digit strings within 2 s. Within the sample used, eight subjects from the Early-NG (32%) and 5 subjects from the Late-NG (21%) gained insight after sleep, revealing a similar rate of insight in the two sleep groups (x 2 (1, n = 48) = 0.6, p = 0.4). However, in the first block after sleep used for SP analysis, none of the subjects had still gained any explicit knowledge of the hidden task regularity.
In the present experimental design, seven consecutive responses were produced (Response Number, R1-R7) - To assess effects of sleep RTs were subjected to a repeated measures analysis of variance with the between-subjects variable Sleep Group (Early-NG vs. Late-NG) and within-subjects variables Session (pre-sleep vs. post-sleep) and Response Number (R1-R7). As illustrated in 
Slow potentials
Slow potentials were obtained by averaging string-related EEG activity ( Fig. 2A) . Trials used for averaging contained 35 artifactfree sweeps from the last block of the pre-sleep session and the same number of artifact-free sweeps from the first block of the post-sleep session. For each subject, session, and electrode, mean values of slow potentials were measured for 8 consecutive 1-s time windows starting 1.5 s after string onset ( Fig. 2A,B) . Three parameters of SPs were evaluated: (1) Mean amplitudes, (2) Min-max normalized SPs, (3) Z-transformed SPs. Normalized SPs were used for analysis of spatial characteristics (see Materials and Methods).
SPs were analyzed for unpredictable and predictable response processing. As illustrated in (A) Pre-sleep analysis. First, to rule out that any group in SP changes across sleep could be simply attributable to differences that were already present before the critical post-learning sleep period, and also to assess the amount of executive control in that period, we performed a comparison between the two groups only for the pre-sleep session. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 2A ,B. On the whole, SPs manifested a characteristic topographic pattern: Negative SPs were distributed primarily over the left hemisphere, whereas positive SPs appeared mainly over the anterior right hemisphere (ROI, F(7/322) = 58.5, p,0.001; left vs. right comparison, F(1/46) = 159.2, p,0.001). Negative SPs were mostly expressed over the left central and left frontaltemporal regions (Fig. 2B) . Importantly, as illustrated in Fig. 2A , SP magnitude did not differ significantly between the Early-NG and Late-NG (F(1/46) = 0.7, p = 0.4). Also, the topography patterns were similar for the two groups (Fig. 2B ). This was verified by the lack of significant interactions of Sleep Group with Topography (E or ROI): For all analyses of Z-transformed and min-max normalized SPs, F-values were ,0.8, p.0.6.
Further, SP magnitude and regional distribution for unpredictable and predictable responses did not differ between the two sleep groups as indexed by the lack of significant interactions with the Response Type factor (p.0.3 for all Sleep Group6Response Type and Sleep Group6ROI or Electrode6Response Type interactions of original, Z-transformed, and min-max normalized SPs).
Before sleep, negative SPs at the left hemisphere did not differ significantly between unpredictable and predictable responses (F(2/92) = 0.12, p = 0.7), although at centro-posterior regions they tended to be larger for unpredictable responses, in contrast to the left temporo-frontal region (Response Type6ROI, F(2/92) = 6.5, p = 0.004). This effect was similar for the two sleep groups (Response Type6ROI6Sleep Group, F(2/92) = 0.33, p = 0.7).
(B) Across sleep analysis. The ANOVA design included the between-subjects factor Sleep Group (Early-NG vs. Late-NG) and the repeated-measures factors Session (pre-sleep vs. post-sleep), Response Type (unpredictable, in time windows 1, 2, 3 vs. predictable, in time windows 5, 6, 7), and ROI. Figure 3B demonstrates changes of SPs between the two sessions, from before sleep to after sleep. SPs were overall more negative after sleep than before sleep (Session, F(1/46) = 6.27, p = 0.015). Importantly, SP negativization after sleep differentiated the two sleep groups. In the Late-NG, SPs were uniformly more negative after sleep than before sleep at all electrodes and for both response types (unpredictable and predictable) - Fig. 3B ,C. In contrast, in the Early-NG, SP negativization after sleep depended on both region and response type ( In separate analyses, the effects of explicit knowledge generation after sleep was tested for SP parameters by comparing groups of 
Control analysis: Effects of Time-On-Task
Behavioral and SP parameters were compared between the first and last block of the retest session after sleep in order to provide a control reference framework for the changes in these parameters with procedural learning. Participants who gained insight had to be dropped from these analyses because these participants did not perform any more in the last block. Figure 3A (right panel) demonstrates that RTs for all response numbers significantly decreased with time-on-task (F(1/33) = 14.9, p,0.001). In contrast to off-line learning across sleep, RT speeding across practice was found for each response number (Time-on-task6Response Number, F(6/198) = 1.17, p.0.3), which was valid for both sleep groups (Sleep Group6Time-ontask6Response Number F(6/198) = 0.97, p.0.4).
In contrast to sleep, practice increased positivity of SPs (Timeon-task: F(1,33) = 4.0, p,0.05). This effect did not differ between cortical regions and the two sleep groups as indexed by analysis of difference SPs (Response Type6ROI: F(7/231) = 2.1, p.0.05; Sleep Group6Response Type6ROI: F(7/231) = 2.39, p.0.05). Accordingly, no significant shifts in topography of SPs with practice was detected (Z-transformed SPs, Time-on-task6Elec-trode, F(27/891) = 1.1, p.0.2), which was valid for both the Early-NG and Late-NG (Sleep Group6Time-on-task6Electrode, F(27/ 891) = 0.76, p.0.6) and for both the unpredictable and predictable responses (Sleep Group6Time-on-task6Response Type6 Electrode, F(27/891) = 1.8, p.0.05).
Correlations With Sleep Stages
Correlations were computed between changes in min-max normalized SPs from before to after sleep, separately for the eight ROIs, and the proportion of each sleep stage. Significant correlations were only found for the Early-NG, all of which occurred with SWS, particularly with S4. As shown in Table 2 , early-night participants who had more S4 during their sleep did not increase the negative SPs for predictable response processing after sleep (time windows 5, 6, 7), which produced a relative spatial reduction of negativity after sleep (greater difference between preand post-sleep min-max normalized SPs) at the left frontaltemporal ROI (LFT) and at parieto-occipital and centro-parietal ROIs (LOP, ROP, and MCP). Also, negative SPs were less focused to the MF region for unpredictable response processing in these subjects, as indicated by correlations of MF with SWS shown in Table 2 .
Discussion
The present study quantified slow EEG shifts [36, 38] in order to identify and analyze, at the neurophysiological level of brain functioning, the sleep-related reorganization of neural task representations. One question was if neural reorganization after sleep would depend on the differential pre-activation of hippocampo-cortical networks induced by predictable and unpredictable items in the NRT [30] [31] . Another objective was to test if implicit conditions of pre-sleep learning could induce alterations in the neurophysiologic mechanisms of the NRT. A final question was if SWS and REM sleep had specific functional roles for the reorganization of neural task representations [19, [39] [40] . Negative event-related SPs were analyzed to reflect region-specific cortical activations of controlled task processing [34, 36, 38, [40] [41] .
Consistent with the task requirements of the NRT, maximal SP negativities were distributed at left central regions, which reflects the activation of motor cortical areas in relation to movement production with the right hand, at occipital-parietal regions, which reflects intensive processing of visual and visuo-motor associations, and at left fronto-temporal regions, which might reflect the contribution of verbal processing to NRT performance.
One major result was that SPs manifested a regional reallocation only after early-night but not after late-night sleep, where SPs displayed region-nonspecific and item-nonspecific increases of negativity and thereby basically preserved their presleep scalp distribution. Importantly, the topography shift of SPs after early-night sleep was only expressed for the processing of predictable responses in the second half of the string, which strongly correlated with the amount of SWS. This topography shift was due to a lack of changes in SP magnitude at occipito-parietal regions and a similar lack of changes to predictable responses at left anterior locations accompanied by SP negativization at other electrodes.
The regional re-allocation of negative SPs means that neural networks activated to sub-serve NRT performance after sleep are spatially distinctive from those activated before sleep. Since this reallocation was basically confined to the processing of those responses that could be predicted by the hidden regularity of the NRT, neural representations of higher-order abstract knowledge of the task appear to be spatially reorganized. However, the abstract structure of the task remained unknown to the subjects both before sleep and in the first block after sleep analyzed here. Obviously, the regional shift of negative SPs for predictable responses may not reflect an activation of a neural system for conscious processing of abstract task regularity. Nor may it reflect mere procedural learning since RT speeding after sleep was similar for unpredictable and predictable responses, and was also similar for the early-and late-night group. Also, sleep-related alterations of attention may not be responsible for the spatial reallocation of activations since performance variance was not affected by sleep in any of the groups. This finding can be therefore associated with a spatial reorganization of the implicit memory networks, thus providing a neurophysiological evidence for the specific role of SWS, in contrast to REM sleep, for the redistribution of implicit neural representations.
These observations are important in several respects. Firstly, they reveal that the effects of sleep may be covert rather than overt because (a) early-and late-night sleep produced the same behavioral pattern of RT decrease, but changes in electrophysiological parameters were only found after early-night sleep, and (b) post-sleep response speeding did not differ between unpredictable and predictable responses, but neurophysiologic alterations were only found for predictable responses. Traditionally, the lack of sleep-related differences in performance is accepted to index that sleep has no effects. However, covert alterations may turn critically important in directing and refining our understanding about the functional significance of sleep in memory consolidation processes [42] . Secondly, the present results demonstrate that although the presleep learning conditions were implicit, sleep did induce neural alterations. Hence, as previously indicated by Spencer et al. (2006) [13] , explicitness at learning may not be the critical determinant of whether memories will be consolidated or not after sleep [21] . More importantly, here neurophysiological evidence is provided that neural task representations were reorganized only for those items in the second half of the string that could be predicted by the hidden structure of the task, the processing of which activates hippocampal and medial temporal lobe more intensively than the processing of unpredictable items [30] [31] . As reported by Yordanova et al. (2008) [26] , in the present data set, RTs were shorter to predictable relative to unpredictable responses in the pre-sleep session, which verifies the acquisition of implicit knowledge before sleep associated with a stronger activation of the hippocampal networks. Of relevance, predictable items did not receive more controlled processing before sleep as evinced by negative SPs. Thus, a preceding stronger pre-activation of hippocampal-cortical networks rather than a different cortical activation by attentional control appears as a critical determinant of off-line restructuring of task representations.
Thirdly, since early and late sleep critically differ in the distribution of SWS and REM sleep (as confirmed by our sleep data here), the present results emphasize the distinct functions of different sleep stages in the process of off-line memory consolidation [2, 19, 28, 40, 43] . In particular, the confinement of electrophysiological indicators of cortical reorganization to early, SWSdominated sleep, provides support to current understanding that SWS, in contrast to REM sleep, plays an important role in reorganizing the hippocampus-supported memories [5, 15, 18] . Furthermore, the correlations with the amount of SWS support the notion that implicit memory representations are modulated by the deeper sleep stages, as previously concluded from behavioral data [26] . This off-line reorganization of implicit cortical networks may be induced by an enhanced transfer of implicit information as a result of follow-up re-activation of hippocampal-cortical circuits during SWS, since there is a strong activation of the hippocampus when implicit knowledge is accumulated in the course of NRT performance [31] , and when the context and relationships between events are processed [44] [45] [46] .
Since early and late nocturnal sleep inherently take place at different times of the day, circadian factors modifying cognitive functioning independent of sleep could have influenced the results. As discussed in Ref. [26] , indices of more sleepiness and less activation and concentration were detected in the middle of the night as compared to the evening and the morning although these circadian influences were relatively small compared to activating effects of task performance per se. Thus, retesting in the earlynight group and initial practice in the late-night group may have been influenced by somewhat reduced cognitive functioning in the middle of the night. However, the pattern of RT and SP results speaks against a substantial impact of these factors: At initial training, no differences in RT or SPs were found between the two sleep groups, despite the different time-points of practice. Also, even more subjects gained insight into the hidden task structure at retest in the early-than the late-night group, although the retest session in the early-but not in the late-night group took place at the less favourable time-point in the middle of the night. Therefore, diurnal variations in subjective states are unlikely to be a critical factor for current behavioral and SP observations. Our analyses of slow EEG potentials demonstrated that response speeding after sleep was accompanied by a negativization of SPs, whereas RT decrease as a function of learning with practice was accompanied by a positivization of SPs. This latter observation is consistent with the notion that slow EEG shifts reflect the amount of controlled processing invested to support task-specific regional activations [34, 36, 38, 47] and verifies the automation of NRT processing with practice. Additionally, no specific regional re-allocations of SPs accompanied the time-ontask improvement in performance (Fig. 3A right) . With this evidence, it is critical that sleep-related gain in performance is not based on off-line facilitation of automatic processing. Instead, greater resources of cognitive control are allocated for NRT after sleep. Yet, a post-sleep negativization of slow waves did not occur at the occipital-parietal regions after early-night sleep, suggesting that no additional controlled processing was needed for the functional activation of these areas, in contrast to late-night sleep. Previous reports have identified the promoting role of sleep for visual-motor learning, although the contribution of different sleep stages has not been specified [1, 40, [48] [49] [50] [51] . The present results of the relative inactivation of the occipito-parietal regions provide evidence for the supporting effect of SWS to off-line learning within the visual system. Additionally, predictable items could be processed only after early sleep without enhanced activation of cognitive control systems over left fronto-temporal cortices, i.e., in an operationalized mode, which is a clear index for off-line neural facilitation within the implicit memory system [30] . A more general implication of these observations is that they demonstrate that similar changes in behavior may be produced by different neurophysiological processes: RT speeding with practice stemmed from a facilitation of controlled processing due to procedural learning, RT speeding after late night sleep was associated with increase in cognitive effort and controlled task-related activation, and RT speeding after early sleep reflected combined effects of enhanced executive control and implicit learning distributed differentially between task-specific items, unpredictable and predictable. Thus, direct assessment of brain activation patterns during task performance usefully complements behavioral analyses, allowing detection of specific alterations in brain functioning that occur even if no behavioral differences can be observed.
Notably, the presence of sleep-related reorganization of memory representations reflected by slow potentials after early-night sleep did not correlate with the rate of subsequent insight nor was the level of reorganization more expressed in subjects who gained explicit knowledge of hidden task regularities. One explanation might be that reorganization of implicit task representations is not a strict determinant of explicit knowledge generation after sleep. Indeed, a pre-sleep accumulation of implicit knowledge has been shown to be a supporting but not a mandatory condition for gain of insight after sleep, since half of the subjects who discovered NRT structure after sleep had not acquired implicit knowledge of this NRT structure before sleep [26] . It can be therefore suggested that although SWS supports the reorganization of implicit task representations (present results) and their transformation to explicit memories [26] , there are additional factors that may critically modulate the probability for subsequent post-sleep insight solutions.
In conclusion, analyses of slow negative potentials as markers of controlled cortical activation provide evidence that slow wave sleep promotes the neural reorganization of implicit task representations and provide neurophysiological evidence for the role of SWS in the consolidation of memories encoded with hippocampo-cortical interaction.
Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
This research was approved by the ethics committee of the University of Lübeck, Lübeck, Germany. Informed written consent was obtained from all subjects prior to the study.
Subjects
The same sample as in Ref. [26] was used (no task-related EEG results were reported in that paper). Participants were healthy students (18-28 years old) without any history of sleep disturbances or psychiatric or neurological disorders. The total number of subjects of that original sample was 55. Due to technical limitations (low quality or missing EEG records during NRT or sleep) seven subjects were excluded. Twenty-five subjects (7 females) were tested for the first half of the night (early-night group, Early-NG), and 23 subjects (9 females) were tested for the second half of the night (late night group, Late-NG) and were used for statistical comparisons.
All subjects spent an adaptation night in the sleep laboratory including placement of electrodes. Subjects were paid for their participation.
Task
The task is illustrated in Fig. 1A . The same version of the NRT as described previously in Ref. [28] was used. On each trial, a different string of eight digits was presented, with all digits appearing simultaneously. Each string was composed of the digits 1, 4, and 9. For each string, subjects had to determine a digit defined as the final result of the task trial (Solution). This could be achieved by sequentially processing pairs of digits from left to right according to two simple rules: (1) The ''identity rule'' states that the result of two identical digits is the same digit (e.g., 4 and 4 gives 4, see Fig. 1A -second Response D). (2) The ''difference rule'' states that the result of two non-identical digits is the remaining third digit (e.g., 1 and 9 gives 4 -Response A in Fig. 1A ; 4 and 1 gives 9 -the next Response B in Fig. 1A) .
The 1, 2, and 3 keys on the PC numeric pad were labeled accordingly 1, 4, and 9 and served as response keys. The entered responses appeared on the screen and remained there until the end of the trial, thereby forming a response sequence below the stimulus sequence. To produce the first response, comparisons are made between the first and the second digits from the stimulus string (Fig. 1A-Response A) . After processing the first two digits, comparisons are made between this result (appearing in the response string) and the next digit from the stimulus string, then between the result of this new processing and the next digit from the stimulus string, and so on (Fig. 1A) . Thus, applying the two rules, subjects generated a string of seven responses, with the last one indicating the final result (Solution) to be confirmed by pressing the ''Enter'' key on the numeric pad. The time for any single response was limited to 4 s and to a total of 12 s for all responses until pressing ''Enter''. Pressing the ''Enter'' key was followed by a change of color of the entered final response on the screen, from red to blue (Fig. 1A -last response B = 9) . After another 1-s period, feedback was provided. In case of a correct final result, all digits on the screen, in addition to the final one, changed their color to blue, whereas in case of an incorrect solution, the German word ''Wrong'' appeared in red on the screen. The screen was cleared after another 0.5 s, and the next trial started.
Instructions stated that only the final result was to be determined for each trial and this could be done at any time. Importantly, unmentioned to the subjects, all strings were generated according to the same underlying regularity, which, if discerned, allowed an early determination of the solution. Specifically, as shown on Fig. 1A -bottom row, all response sequences had the form ABCDDCB (with A, B, C, and D representing one of the digits 1, 4, or 9), such that the last three responses always mirrored the preceding three responses. In this way, the second response in each trial was identical to the final solution. Thus, when gaining insight into this regularity, participants could abruptly shortcut sequential responding by pressing the ''Enter'' key already after the second response, whereupon the trial was finished and the next trial started. Note that this regularity is abstract because the actual digit strings and responses changed from trial to trial. Thus, discovery of the rule cannot simply be based on repetition of the same finger movements in all trials.
RTs were measured continuously during task performance, separately for each response in the response string. RT of the first response (R1) was measured as the time from string appearance to the first key press. The RTs of the other responses (R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, Enter) were measured as the time between the previous and the current key press.
Experimental Design
The experimental design is presented in Fig. 1B . Subjects were tested individually in a sound-attenuated room. They performed a pre-sleep session of initial practice comprising 3 task blocks and a post-sleep retest session of 10 task blocks, with 30 trials in each block. Insight was automatically identified by the program when at least 24 correct short-cuts within the same block occurred, in which case the task was terminated. Initial practice was preceded by extensive standardized instructions given on the computer screen, which included a short training block of 10 task trials. To assure correct understanding of the ''identity'' and ''difference'' rule, this block was repeated as long as the subject performed the 10 trials without mistake.
To investigate the effects of different sleep phases, the interval between initial training and retest was filled with three hours of sleep either in the early night, containing high amounts of SWS, or in the late night, containing high amounts of REM sleep (Fig. 1B) . In the Early-NG, subjects came to the laboratory at about 21:00 h. After placement of electrodes, they performed the three blocks of initial training (including preceding computer-guided instructions) at about 22:00 h and thereafter went to bed at about 23:00 h. After three hours of sleep in the early night they were awakened to perform the 10 blocks of NRT retesting. Subjects in the Late-NG came to the laboratory at about 22:00 h and, after placement of electrodes, first slept for three hours in the early night (to ''consume'' SWS) before performing the initial training at about 2:30 h. Then, they slept again for another three-hour period in the late night (about 4:00 h-7:00 h), followed by retesting in the morning. Subjects were only awakened from light sleep stages 1 or 2 to avoid cognitive disturbances that can occur after awakenings from SWS or REM sleep, and were retested 20-30 minutes after awakening to avoid effects of sleep inertia. As an additional control, subjective levels of sleepiness, activation, boredom, concentration, and motivation were assessed on 5-point scales immediately before and after each session of initial training and retest. In all conditions, sessions also included performance in a short simple choice-response task unrelated to the present study, taking place immediately before and after sleep (i.e. after initial NRT training and before NRT retesting).
After NRT retesting, subjects filled in a questionnaire related to their explicit knowledge of the task structure (beginning with open questions, followed by closed questions) as well as possible strategies used during task performance. An additional behavioral test comprised a speeded task in which 15 different strings were presented and subjects had to indicate the final result to each string within 2 s after string presentation. For more details on behavioral and RT measurements, see Ref. [26] .
Sleep EEG and Analysis
Sleep was recorded polysomnographically, including EEG recordings from the left and right central sites (C3, C4), horizontal and vertical EOG, and EMG from chin electrodes. Sleep stages S1, S2, S3, S4, and REM sleep were classified in 30-second epochs according to Ref. [37] . SWS was calculated as the sum of time spent in sleep stages S3 and S4.
Task EEG Data Acquisition 
Analysis of Slow Potentials
Data processing was performed with Brain Vision Analyzer version 1.05 (Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany). The EEG was segmented into epochs of 10 s duration, from 0.5 s before to 9.5 s after appearance of the stimulus digit string. EEG traces were visually inspected for gross EOG and EMG artifacts. Contaminated trials were discarded. Slight horizontal and vertical eye movements preserved in the accepted trials were corrected by means of a linear regression method for EOG correction [52] .
These epochs were averaged across trials, separately for the presleep and post-sleep sessions. For the pre-sleep session, the last 35 artifact-free trials (most of which were from the last block 3) were used, and for the post-sleep session, the first 35 artifact-free trials (most of which were from the first of the 10 retest blocks) were used (Fig. 1B, blue shading on the hatched bars) . To evaluate time-ontask effects, 35 artifact-free trials were selected from the very end of the retest post-sleep session (most of them were from the last tenth block) and were compared with trials from the beginning of the pre-sleep session. For each subject, block, and electrode, mean values were measured for 8 consecutive 1-s time windows starting 1.5 s after string onset (Fig. 2B ). This starting point was chosen to avoid stimulus-related phenomena such as P300 or other slow ERP components.
To perform topography analyses, two types of normalization were applied to the data, z-score transformation and min-max normalization. By means of z-scoring, the mean value of all electrode measurements was subtracted from the measured value of each single electrode which was then divided by the standard deviation of the same measurements. In such a way, in the zscored values, data variance was taken into account twice -by means of first order (mean value) and second order (SD) statistics [34] . The analysis design for z-transformed SPs was Session (presleep vs. post-sleep, as defined above)6Response Type6Electrode (28 electrodes). Repeated measures ANOVAs were carried out separately for the Early-NG and Late-NG. The major focus of this analysis was on Session6Electrode and Session6Response Type6 Electrode interactions. Min-max normalization was performed additionally to test the topography distribution. It was calculated by taking minimal-to-maximal values from all electrode measurements as 100% (for similar procedures, see Ref. [53] ).
For repeated-measures variables with more than two levels, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction procedure was employed, with original degrees of freedom and corrected probabilities (P) being reported.
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